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Modest Hornet Family Curtains
Bedrooms From Curious Public
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Millikan emptied 100.000 barrels of oil
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Then, in 1513, the Flat Rock Oil
Company dared Millikan to set a price j
GIVES REST AND COMFORT
on his big tank of black axle grease,
TO TIRED, ACHING FEET
with the result that the owner un- |
After you have walked all day in shoes
loaded
his property at a poor fire : that pinch or with corns and bunions
sale price.
The Flat Rock Company
that make you cringe with pain, or in
cut canals in the embankments
and I shoes that make your feet
nervous, hot
recovered such oil as would flow | and swollen, you will get instant,
down the side of the hill. When this soothing relief from using some ALLEN’S
in
pumps were thrust down
exhausted,
FOOT-EASE in your foot-bath and gently
below the flow line at various places rubbing the sore spots.
in the reservoir and more oil taken
When shaken into the shoes, ALLEN’S
out.
FOOT-EASE takes the friction from the
By this time the roof and the heavy
shoes, makes walking or dancing a delight
girders
that spanned the reservoir
and takes the sting ont of corns and
had collapsed and fallen in, and the
bunions, hot, tired, aching, swollen, tenblack sea on which no boat could sail
der feet. Sold everywhere. For FREE
was filled with the debris of broken
Trial Package and a Foot-Kase Walking
timbers.
The Flat Rock Company Doll, Address ALLEN'SFOOT-EASE.Ict*y.N.Y.
reached the conclusion that nothing
but
remained
axle grease material.
Axle grease,
however, w’as one of
cheapest
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commodities salable—then little boxes in which the grease
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was sold were worth more than their
contents.
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was
when an
stuck a
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down in the hard muck and
turned on the
steam, to see if he
could soften and loosen up the mess,
The steam turned part of the muck
into fuel oil and formed little wells
that gradually filled and were pumped
out.
The steam process was continued and hundreds of barrels of oil obtained.
But after a while even steam made
little headway and the old reservoir
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Her Dad Has Suspicions.
Capper'a Weekly.
A young man, writing to the father
of his girl, closed his letter with this
appeal:
“I want your daughter—the
‘flour’ of your family.”

And the cold-blooded
swered:
'Flour' of

Millikan’s Storage Tank One

old

man

an-

“
the family is
good, but are you sure it isn't my
‘dough’ you are after?”

Instance of Money Lost
in “Black Gold.”

valleys of demonstrated agricultural
value, the reports of the department

abuhdantly
prove.
agriculture
these lands are greater In extent than the Scandinavian Peninsula
farm lands, which today support five
million by agriculture alone, Is one
of those facts that only people with
Imagination will appreciate fully.
We He In large part In the same
Norway
latitude as Sweden,
and
Finland and are not only greater In
extent than all three, but have a better climate.
So, at least, X have been
told by my neighbors here who have
of
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FARMS IN ALASKA!

nest.

21

1. 1924.

Their Acreage. Is Greater Than
Those of Scandinavian Peninsula.
Mary Dee Darli la Scribner’* Magazine.
Farms!
Most people begin to laugh
when we Alaskans start talking about
garour flowers and*"bur vegetable
dens and our wheat fields.
“Laugh, and show your Ignorance,”
say we, to scoffers!
That there are
numerous wide tracts of land both in
the Mantanuska
and Tanuna-Yukon

That

come directly from Norway, Sweden and Finland.
They tell
me, too, that It is “easier to get a
living here.”
Naturally, then,
we
a large
ever-increasing
have
and
Scandinavian population, for not only
the Interior but the fisheries
on the
coast attract these good immigrants
greatly.

themselves

by farming alone, and yet our present white population Is little more
than thirty thousand all told.
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If we
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in a flour mill that we have

recently

built here in Fairbanks and which
mills Tanana Valley wheat and proEstimates
show that Alaska is vides our whole district and parts of
quite capable
of supporting
from the coast with as fine bread flour an
three million to five million people the most fastidious cook could desire.
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Frozen ground? Yes. But 24-hour
suns, weeks on end, thaw the surface. and the updrawn meltings suhirrigate the roots
In a most ideal
fashion.
And do not laugh when I
tell you that I own a small interest
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An Event That Will Be the
Talk of Washington Throughout the Season

We’ve Prepared

A Sale of Winter Coats

I

—of very high-grade and very effective designing—really masterpieces of artistic production—and at the proffered price promising a wonderful saving which more than
justifies your buying your winter Coat NOW—-
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Dr. CLAUDE S.SEMONES
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PAINT

no one would provide
ground even if it could

dumping

removed.
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any

i

selection for
late delivery.

Such a sale—of such Coats—must come as a complete surprise —for garments of their authorship rarely find themselves
included
a special event —except at the close of the season.
They herald the new modes—and give evidence of their excellence and elegance in the details of fabric, trimming, lining and finish.
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ALLEN’S FOOT-EASE
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with 10 or 15 feet of black much
was abandoned.
It wouldn't burn, it
was too slippery to be hauled away
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Some Leap-Year Hint.
Kmm the Boston Transcript
They were sitting on the beach at
Revere. Moonlight silvered the quiet
water.
After a brief silence
she
lurned to him and said: “Why is the
ocean like June?” He thought a while
but to no purpose.
“I don’t know,”
he said finally: "why is the ocean
Blushing
coyly,
like
June?”
she
answered:
“Because it is maritime.”
We don't know what happened after
that, but if there isn't another leapyear wedding that girl will certainly
be disappointed.
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good coat of paint
year will keep a
carpenter’s
great
many
We advise
bills away.
you to call on us in time
and give your home the
advantage
of being protected against the elements by paint that serves
satisfactotwo purposes
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weaves are

of the royalty of the

fabric family:

Velourette
Gerona
Suede Down
And

many

The trimming Furs
of the finest:

f

Buell a
Lustrosa

Beaver
Muskrat

Ormandale
others

Skunk

A display of these Coats utilizes practically our

entire

Sale Begins T uesday

are
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J afi Mink

Squirrel

,

Marmink
Black and Platinum Wolf

T

front windows

at

9:15
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"Wall Paper of Character”

Hooper

& Klesner
PAINTERS

929 H St. N.W.
4763

Main

Just to show his friends that he
can swim, although he recently became a grandfather of twin daughters, a man of Thibodaux, La., swam
across the Mississippi River.
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it is a most remarkable Hat this Fall.
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Black Ormandale, fur
collar and cuffs; button
trimming, SSB.

Penny Gerona, trimmed
with Jap Mink and Braid,

SSB.
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Gnnabar Suede Down,
trimmed with Muskrat,

SSB.

Black Luella, with Near
Seal trimming, SSB.
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